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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A little about us … our consortium is the Education to Career Network of North San Diego County.6 member districts … 3 larger adult schools, one community college and two very small adult schools (Ramona and San Marcos).The region covers 2,555 square miles, and includes rural areas served by other K-12 districts without adult education programs of their own (Borrego Springs, Fallbrook, Julian, Valley Center-Pauma and Warner Springs)



Talking Points
Data-Driven Cultures

Data Dialogue Protocol Used

Implementation

Results and Insights

Next Steps
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Warm-Up
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Warm-Up: Four Learnings
1. There are many ways to see the same information.

2. There is no “right” way to see information.

3. You can choose to see information in multiple ways.

4. The language we use can help us to see information in a 
particular way.  
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Background 
Information
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Discussion v. Dialogue

Levels of Listening

Three Questions

Group Dialogue 
Discussions and the 
Research behind …

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poway is a district that has long used Interest Based Problem Solving (IBPS) -  some of these concepts for dialogue have roots in IBPS.“Dialogue comes from the Greek word dialogos. Logos means ‘the word,’ or in our case we would think of the ‘meaning of the word.’ And dia means ‘through’ – it doesn’t mean two. A dialogue can be among any number of people, not just two. Even one person can have a sense of dialogue within himself, if the spirit of dialogue is present. The picture or image that this derivation suggests is of a stream of meaning flowing among and through us and between us. This will make possible a flow of meaning in the whole group, out of which will emerge some new understanding. It’s something new, which may not have been in the starting point at all. It’s something creative. And this shared meaning is the ‘glue’ or ‘cement’ that holds people and societies together,” (Bohm, D., 1990).Discussion:Goal is to reach decisionAdvocating ideasOne idea against another“Yes, but”  Dialogue: Goal is to understand Suspend our point of view in order to listen for and understand the “third story”Larger contextGives meaning to two opposing points of view“Yes, and” Three levels of listening:	Defensive listening	Perspective-taking listening	Empathetic listeningThree Questions for Self-Check	Am I advocating for my position or am I seeking to understand what the other person has to say?	Am I being certain or am I being curious?	What’s the third story?  (The “both and’?)



“If you want to change the 
culture, you have to 
change the conversation.”
PETER BLOCK, FLAWLESS CONSULTING
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Data points 
are discussion 
points.
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Introducing the 
Data Dialogue 
Protocol

(Phase I) Predictions

Distribution and Examination of Data

Additional Clarifying Questions

(Phase II) Go Visual

(Phase III) Observations

(Phase IV) Inferences

Implications for Teaching and Learning
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reference School Reform Initiative 



Facilitation Plan
(60 – 90 minutes)
Review Protocol (3 minutes)

Presentation (5 minutes)

Clarifying Questions (4 minutes)

Predictions (3 minutes)

Distribution and Examination of Data (7 
minutes)

Additional Clarifying Questions (3 minutes)

Go Visual (10-30 minutes)

Observations (10 minutes – 5 each fill out and 
reports out)

Inferences (10 minutes – 5 each fill out and 
reports out)

Implications (10 minutes)

Debrief (3 minutes)
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Phase I: Predictions
I assume …

I predict …

I wonder …

My questions/expectations are influenced by …

Some possibilities for learning that this data may 
present are …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The First Phase, or Prediction Phase asks us to make predictions based on a focusing question. This is a time for quite reflection. This phase allows us to engage the question and make predictions based on our previous knowledge, experience, expectations and assumptions.  Here are some sentence starters you might use in making your predictions:  I assume …, I predict …, I wonder, and/or My expectations are influenced by … 



Phase II:  Go 
Visual
Re-create the data 
visually, on large sheets 
of paper, or data wall, 
etc …  

Mark up the data to 
better understand it.  
(Highlight trend lines, do 
math calculations)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we investigate the data, we might:Highlight trend linesDo math calculationsUse color codingWork in pairs, triads, or on our own.  



Phase III: 
Observations

I observe that …
Some patterns I 
notice are …
I can count …
I’m surprised 
that I see … 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we have seen the data, Phase 3 directs us to make factual observations about the data sets, free from value statements, disclaimers, or personal interjections. Sentence frames that support such statements might be:I observe that …Patterns I notice …I can count …I am surprised to see … Avoid the following words:Because,ThereforeIt seemsHowever Remember only factual observations.  Take a few moments and enter several factual statements regarding the data you have before you.



Phase IV: Inferences
I believe the data suggests … because ….

Additional data that would help me verify/confirm my 
explanation is …

I think the following are appropriate solutions/responses that 
address the needs implied in the data …

Additional data that would help guide implementation of the 
solutions/responses and determine if they are working … 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 4th and final phase is the most valuable in terms of moving forward with the data.  In this phase we want to draw conclusions, generate hypotheses and define new actions. In this phase we want to encourage inferential thinking with the following frames:I believe the data suggests …., because ….Appropriate responses might be …Additional data that might confirm my thinking is …What data might be used to track the effectiveness of our response. 



Implications for teaching and learning … 

Structure Instruction Culture
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A Look at Our 
Implementation
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Why did we 
decide to do 

this?

What problems 
were we trying 

to solve?

Who did we 
invite to 

participate? 

When did we 
meet? 

How did we 
organize the 
meetings?

How much did 
it cost?



What Data?
•What types of data were used?

•How did we decide which data to 
review?
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Results
Quantitative

Qualitative
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
QUANTITATIVE:Doubled payment points for EL CivicsASE payment points increased by more 30%Increased numbers of paired scoresDidn’t increase enrollments, but increased what we did with the students who were enrolled (served the students better)QUALITATIVE:  InformativeFocused instruction on topicsInsights into data from different aspectsValidation of workFlow of programs from one to anotherGetting to see the bigger pictureIncreased understanding of how we get paid – Not about gaming the test – it’s understanding what students need to learnDifferent voices/collaboration/learn from one anotherDiscussion without judgement



Insights

What to Consider?
• Fear of airing data publicly 

What Worked?
• Having a whole team look at data (not in isolation)
• Dedicated time (and adhering to meeting start and 

end times)

What Didn’t?
• Providing too much information
• Time constraints
• Deviating from the protocol

What Did We Learn? A LOT!!!!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we learned:Limit the amounts of data reviewed Follow the protocol – don’t skip the “go visual”  Do Not: Send out the data ahead of time obstructed the opportunity for predictionsSaw the need to focus on mathNeed to increase persistence (academic)Better understanding of our studentsLearned about the competencies



Next Steps
•Continue the Data Dialogue Process 
•Expanded to Consortium-Level
•Accomplishments and New Goals:

• Expanded Practice through PLC’s Incorporated Student Goals to Improve 
Instruction and Relevance 

• Reviewed Board Policy and Changed our Graduation Requirements
• Incorporating Acceleration Strategies
• Integrating Instruction 
• Informing Equity and Inclusion Efforts
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• Presenter Contact Information

• Kathleen Porter
• Executive Director
• Career Technical, Adult and Alternative Education
• Poway Unified School District
• kporter@powayusd.com
• 858.668.4016
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References and Resources
Data Driven Dialogue, School Reform Initiative, 
http://schoolreforminitiative.org/doc/data_driven_dialogue.pdf

Using Data in Adult Education “A Data Documentary” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dP3riRvGcBc
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